Buy a “6 pack” of refurbished Hurricane or Typhoon replacement valves to stock on your shelf. **Guaranteed** against defects, refurbished valves carry the **full factory warranty**.

**Your 6 pack** comes in a standard pallet-sized container for you to refill with worn-out valves and send back to Martin Engineering to be refilled with refurbished valves and returned to you.

**Features & Benefits:**

- 10-minute change out
- Stock only one part in your warehouse
- Let us do the rebuilding for you
- 60% discount off new valve prices
- Eliminates purchasing repair kits & the labor to rebuild them

**Includes:**

**Hurricane | Typhoon Valves**
To Replacing a Valve

1. De-energize air cannon from source
2. Remove valve from tank
3. Replace old valve with Martin® Factory Refurbished Valve from “6 Pack”
4. Install replacement valve body on tank
5. Reconnect air lines, pressurize, and test fire

*See operator manual for complete instructions.